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ABSTRACT
Operational networks are increasingly using machine learning models for a variety of tasks, including detecting anomalies, inferring application performance, and forecasting demand. Accurate models are important, yet accuracy can degrade over time due to concept drift, whereby either the characteristics of the data change over time (data drift) or the relationship between the features and the target predictor change over time (model drift). Drift is important to detect because changes in properties of the underlying data or relationships to the target prediction can require model retraining, which can be time-consuming and expensive. Concept drift occurs in operational networks for a variety of reasons, ranging from software upgrades to seasonality to changes in user behavior. Yet, despite the prevalence of drift in networks, its extent and effects on prediction accuracy have not been extensively studied. This paper presents an initial exploration into concept drift in a large cellular network in the United States for a major metropolitan area in the context of demand forecasting. We find that concept drift arises largely due to data drift, and it appears across different key performance indicators (KPIs), models, training set sizes, and time intervals. We identify the sources of concept drift for the particular problem of forecasting downlink volume. Weekly and seasonal patterns introduce both high and low-frequency model drift, while disasters and upgrades result in sudden drift due to exogenous shocks. Regions with high population density, lower traffic volumes, and higher speeds also tend to correlate with more concept drift. The features that contribute most significantly to concept drift are User Equipment (UE) downlink packets, UE uplink packets, and Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) total received packets.

1 INTRODUCTION
Network operators are increasingly relying on machine learning models to perform a variety of network operations tasks, including anomaly detection [32, 33], performance inference [14] and diagnosis, and forecasting [7, 25]. Yet, even if machine learning models are accurate for specific network management tasks on a particular set of test data, deploying and maintaining the models can prove challenging in practice [35]. A significant operational challenge is model drift, whereby a model that is initially accurate at a particular point in time becomes less accurate over time—either due to a sudden change, periodic shifts, or gradual drift over time. Previous work in applying machine learning models to network management tasks has generally trained models on fixed datasets [5, 7, 10, 25, 32–34], demonstrating the ability to predict various network properties or instances at fixed points in time. Yet, a model that performs well at a particular point in time does not necessarily perform well on future data.

Models can become less accurate at predicting target variables for a variety of reasons. One cause is a sudden, drastic change to the environment. For example, the installation of new equipment, a software upgrade, or a sudden change in traffic patterns or demands can cause models to suddenly become inaccurate. One notable instance that exhibited such a sudden shift was the COVID-19 pandemic, an exogenous shock that resulted in significant changes to behavior patterns [23] (e.g., reduced mobility) and traffic demands [20] (e.g., as people suddenly began using home WiFi connections more for specific applications and relying less on mobile data). Another characteristic is periodic changes, whereby a model that is accurate on a particular time window may immediately become less accurate but will exhibit higher accuracy at fixed, periodic intervals in the future. For example, one clear phenomena that we observe is a drift in model accuracy with a seven-day period; diurnal and periodic patterns in network traffic are, of course, both well-documented and relatively well-understood. A new contribution in this paper, however, is to demonstrate that machine learning models also exhibit similar patterns with respect to accuracy.
Model drift is a relatively well-understood phenomenon in machine learning and has been studied in the context of a variety of other prediction problems [15, 21, 31]. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to study the phenomenon in the context of cellular networks. Specifically, we study and characterize model drift in the context of a large cellular network, exploring drift for a variety of cellular key performance indicators (KPIs) using nearly three and a half years of data from a major metropolitan area in the United States. Data drift refers to changes in the distribution of features that are input to the model. Concept drift refers to changes of relationships between model inputs (i.e., features) and the output (i.e., target prediction). In our context, concept drift also entails unique challenges: as opposed to tasks such as image or text classification, where the semantics of prediction occurs on a fixed object and characteristics of the features change relatively slowly over time [12, 15, 41], predictions of network characteristics occur continuously over time, and predictions are occurring within the context of a system that changes over time due to both gradual evolution and exogenous shocks. Moreover, dynamic signal interference due to environment changes often occur in wireless networks [40], a phenomenon that adds another layer of complexity and novelty with respect to previous studies.

Data drift and concept drift are related, but distinct concepts. For example, a feature or a group of features could experience drift over time without affecting model accuracy: that is, the model could continue to accurately predict the target even if characteristics of the input features are non-stationary. Concept drift can be more serious because it implies that a previously trained model may not accurately predict target values because the relationships between the features and the target have changed over time. For example, an increase in traffic volume (a feature) could exhibit drift over time, but it might still accurately affect a target like call drop rate, even as volumes change over time. On the other hand, concept drift could cause the relationship between the volume and the call drop rate to change over time; for example, a software upgrade might cause call drop rates to increase or decrease, given traffic volume. Both data drift and concept drift are important to characterize. While understanding concept drift has obvious importance since it relates to model accuracy, understanding data drift is important because help explain concept drift.

This paper both introduces new findings concerning the best ways to adapt to model drift and provides general methods and approaches to help operators recognize and mitigate model drift in their networks. For example, a common practice to combat drift in large networks is to regularly retrain models [19, 37]. However, in many cases, this common practice turns out to be the wrong approach: due to the periodic nature of certain components of drift, continually retraining using a fixed-size window of only recent observations can actually degrade model performance.

We make contributions in three areas; Table 1 summarizes the major results and where to find them in the paper. First, we explore and characterize data drift from the input KPIs in a large cellular network. We first characterize different types of data drift, highlighting four main types of drift: (1) gradual; (2) incremental; (3) sudden; (4) recurring context. Gradual and incremental drift occur as a result of changes in distributions of variables over time. Incremental drift is similar to...
Model drift is a pervasive phenomenon in machine learning that has been well-studied in various contexts and scenarios. In this section, we first summarize the efforts of previous work on model drift. We then present related studies in the particular context of networking.

Concept drift has attracted considerable attention across many real-world contexts. Changes in data yield the phenomenon of concept drift, due to dynamic and non-stationary environments [21, 31]. For example, spam detection faces challenges concerning drift, as spammers are actively changing the underlying distribution of messages [12]. More generally, machine learning in security contexts face problems dealing with evasion. Recommender systems introduce another context where drift occurs: user-side effects such as tastes and preferences and item-side effects such as popularity both change over time [15, 22]. Similar situations occur in monitoring systems [29], fraud detection [41], and malware detection [6, 18, 39].

Previous work have explored different approaches to understand drift. Concept drift is characterized based on probability distribution quantitatively [15, 21, 38], as well as on drift subject, frequency, transition, recurrence and magnitude [38]. Sources of drift are also discussed based on data distribution changes and decision boundary changes [21]. Despite this previous work, there is no existing taxonomy of data drift, particularly within the context of communications networks.

Another recent line of research focuses on explaining model drift; this problem has received attention in the context of malware detection, in particular. Statistical comparison of samples is used to identify model decay thresholds (i.e., decision boundary-based explanation) [18]. CADE uses contrastive learning to develop a distance-based explanation [39] to find the feature sets that have the largest distance changes towards the centroid in the latent space. Unfortunately, the explanation approaches are limited to classification problems and do not apply to prediction in general, such as the regression-based prediction problems we study in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to explore a range of techniques to understand the features that contribute to model drift in regression-based prediction problems, incorporating a coordination of timeseries signal and dataset decomposition using domain specific knowledge and feature importance movements.

Machine learning models have been applied to many networking problems, including network anomaly detection [32, 33], network intrusion detection [10, 34], cognitive network management [5], and network forecasting [7, 25]. For instance, a framework is used to predict mobile network bandwidth in real time [25]. However, very few work has explicitly explored model drift along with it. Network traffic in both fixed and mobile contexts is inherently unstable over time; previous work has explored the nature of these changes. Mobile networks exhibit different patterns of activity during different time of day, day of week, and locations in the city of Rome, Italy [30]. Features such as latency can also drift over time: from network measurements over 17 months on more than 100 carriers, longitudinal shifts on the distribution of ping round trip time are observed [28]. Sommer and Paxson articulate that applying machine learning to anomaly detection is fundamentally hard in large-scale operational networks [35].

The COVID-19 pandemic has been an important setting for understanding how sudden drift can affect both network traffic patterns and resulting model accuracy. Such effects can significantly change the way users interact with the network, yielding significant shifts in traffic patterns and resulting network performance distributions. Significant variations in performance are observed across ISPs during COVID-19 lockdown [20]. Evident latency arises after the issuance of...
stay-at-home orders after April. In Europe, traffic rised about 20% for broadband networks [13]. Blog posts [9, 27] showed a growth of 20.1% on the national downlink peak traffic in United States. UK mobile network operators reported drops of about 25% in downlink traffic volume [23]. Industry operators also self-reported network responses that causes the distribution of network capacity to drift [4, 8, 16, 24]. All of these factors can ultimately contribute to concept drift in predictive models, yet, to our knowledge, this paper is the first to explore the effects of these types of observed changes on model accuracy.

3 DATA DRIFT

In this section, we focus on data drift (i.e., changes in characteristics of inputs). We start with the description of our goal—forecasting target KPIs 180 days in the future—and a description of our dataset. We then demonstrate and taxonomize data drift using a single KPI, downlink volume at the eNodeB level, in the network.

3.1 Context

Problem. Network forecasting is of utmost importance in capacity planning for cellular operators, which guides infrastructure configuration, management, and augmentation. In this paper, we focus on per-eNodeB level Key Performance Indicator (KPI) forecasting to provide suggestions for machine learning models deployment, maintenance and operation in large cellular networks. Our goal is to use historical data to forecast KPIs of interest 180 days in the future. 180 days is chosen to reflect the provisioning window in practice. history of all KPIs in a training window, and our target is the value of a small subset of KPIs. In this study, we focus on the following target KPIs: downlink volume, throughput, peak active users, Radio Resource Control (RRC) establishment success, and S1 user plane external interface (S1-U) call drop rate.

Dataset. The analysis of model drift in this study is based on eNodeB-level LTE network measurements from a major wireless carrier in the United States. This dataset is from a metropolitan area and includes 224 daily KPIs for each eNodeB. KPIs are statistics collected in the network based on counters, measurements, and events generated by user equipment (UE) and radio access network (RAN) equipment. The KPIs are used to monitor and assess network performance, resource utilization, and user experience, to further support planning, optimization, and troubleshooting. Some of the most relevant KPIs are related to traffic (data volume, number of connected devices), data speed (throughput), retainability (drop calls and connections), and accessibility (access failure).

These KPIs can be related to voice or data connections, and some of them have separate directional measurements: the downlink where the network is transmitting the data down to the UE’s and the uplink where the network is receiving data from the UEs.

The LTE RAN KPIs are mostly calculated using eNodeB counters. These counters are incremented based on network events that are generated or received by the eNodeB. Physical-layer RF environment conditions are also reported to the eNodeB. Some metrics are established to measure the network based on the LTE standard released by 3GPP [1], the body that determines cellular standards. These “raw” counters are kept by and can be collected from the eNodeB using external tools that are used to store data for longer periods of time, build formulas (which resemble KPIs but are generated from one or many underlying raw KPIs), and aggregate the same KPI for different granularities and levels. These metrics provide better visibility of the network performance and flexibility for analysis. A generic example of a formula to create a KPI is drop rate. This indicator is generated by dividing the number of abnormal releases by the number of successful established connections. As stated in Table 2, this dataset holds samples of 898 eNodeBs in a metro area and includes 737,577 daily KPI logs. Our dataset spans more than three years, from January 1st, 2018 to May 3rd, 2021.

3.2 Data Drift Taxonomy

Data drift is caused by distributional changes in features that are used as input in a machine learning pipeline. Such changes can be predictable or unpredictable; sudden or gradual; planned or unplanned; recurring or one-time. In this section, we provide a brief taxonomy of data drift using examples from our dataset. Figure 1 demonstrates long-term evolutions of downlink volume, with 3-week inset figures that provide a closer look at weekly patterns.

Gradual drift. Gradual drift occurs when the distribution of a variable changes over a period of time. Figure 1a shows an example of gradual drift using the data volume KPI for an eNodeB in our dataset. As shown, over the roughly 3.5 years in the plot, the volume increases for the eNodeB from 0.4 normalized data volume to a somewhat steady point around 0.8 in the latter half of 20202. Zooming in, the 3-week inset reveals a periodic pattern three times, which indicates a weekly component. Gradual drift can be caused by a number of factors in real-world networks. For example, cellular carriers continually augment and improve their infrastructure. Upgraded infrastructure could then allow customers to send

---

2Note that our examples of drift in operational networks may not perfectly resemble textbook definitions of data drift, as real-world network KPIs are inherently noisy.
and receive more data on the network, causing the KPI to increase over time for a given eNodeB.

**Incremental drift.** Incremental drift is similar to gradual drift in that the variable shifts to a different distribution; however, incremental drift includes more distributions in the interim of a shift (i.e., phase shifting from one steady state to another with a period of transition in-between). Figure 1d illustrates incremental drift for an eNodeB in our dataset, again using the data volume KPI. As the plot shows, volume on this eNodeB steadily increases over the observation period from roughly 0.2 normalized volume to 0.7. This incremental drift could be attributable to network changes such as the introduction of a new service plan and promotion. For example, carriers may add a plan that offers customers unlimited data. As users increasingly adopt such plans over metered plans, data volume increases for network eNodeBs.

Note that even if long-term evolution is incremental, we still observe weekly patterns on shorter timescales.

**Sudden drift.** Sudden drifts correspond to abrupt shifts in the dataset distribution. In the context of cellular networks, many events can be the cause for a possibly very noticeable, sudden drift. We can categorize these sources of sudden drift into operator events, (e.g., network-wide upgrades, scheduled events (e.g., a special event such as the Super Bowl), or unexpected events (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic or natural disasters).

Figure 1c shows a clear instance of sudden drift extracted from our dataset concerning total downlink volume for a given eNodeB. We observe that the normalized total drastically decreases starting in early 2020, then stabilizes to a consistently low average from March 2020 onwards (almost 60% less experience volume). These dates suggest that these sudden changes could be due to the events caused by the

![Figure 1: Data drift taxonomy examples demonstrated by normalized downlink volume. Inset figures exhibit a 3-week view (all starting from Sunday) of normalized downlink volume for the box-selected period. Note that gradual and incremental drifts are different because incremental drift contains more intermediate distributions.]( attachment://image.png)
COVID-19 pandemic where people’s mobility was heavily affected, and cellular networks with it [23].

In contrast, previous research into concept drift adaptation has primarily focused on how to minimize the reduction in accuracy by recovering using new data samples. Although this approach can help in some cases where the sudden changes are permanent (e.g., network updates), it can be counter-effective when applied to temporary and unpredictable shifts that cause one-off, ephemeral deviations in the data distribution (e.g., trends shown during the pandemic lockdowns).

**Recurring context.** Recurring context differs from previous categories as it does not refer to a permanent or persistent change in the dataset distribution. In contrast, recurring context identifies changes that occur periodically in the data. Such changes are strongly present in networking data as multiple factors can affect network performance and behavior. For example, users’ behavior and mobility patterns vary during the days of the week (weekdays vs weekend). Weather can also cyclically affect network performance; for example, rain and foliage can negatively affect the radio environment, and thus the transmission rates of a base station.

Figure 1d demonstrates the presence of recurring context of one eNodeB in our dataset. From the figure, we observe that summer months (i.e., May to September) periodically show up to 50% lower data volumes for the base station, possibly a product of a lesser users’ presence and therefore usage of this particular eNodeB. These recurring patterns are heavily affected in 2020, a byproduct of the pandemic that led to lower volume demand in March, i.e., the moment when stay-home regulations started. Weekly pattern exists during stable months such as February 2020.

In the literature [15, 21], recurring context has normally been tackled by the use of historical data matching the current data distribution. This approach, however, can introduce new challenges for networking data, which typically experiences multiple types of drift at once, such as the contemporaneous sudden and recurring context drifts from the previous example.

### 4 CONCEPT DRIFT

Concept drift captures the changes of relationships between model inputs and outputs. To gain insight into concept drift in the context of forecasting target KPIs in a cellular network, we train forecasting models using our dataset. We explore how models can be affected by concept drift by training a number of models from different categories of regression-based predictors (details are in Section 4.1). Further, we study how different training set sizes and training periods can affect model precision accuracy. In this section, we focus on the phenomena around concept drift by altering the above parameters. Based on these observations, we discuss the best metrics for drift-aware model selection. We find that Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) over time is a good metric for understanding model drift, as it offers an equitable comparison across multiple KPIs over extended periods of time.

#### 4.1 Experiment setup

As stated in Section 3.1, our task is a 180-day forecasting problem: we aim to predict from a given day the value of a small number of KPIs 180 days in the future. To explore the performance of different state-of-the-art techniques automatically, we use the AutoGluon [2] AutoML pipeline. AutoGluon is used to quickly prototype deep learning and machine learning algorithms on various existing frameworks: LightGBM, XGBoost, CatBoost, Scikit-learn, MXNet, FastAI. For all selected models, it enables automatic data processing, architecture search, hyperparameter tuning, and model selection and ensembling. We emphasize that our goal in this work is not to create and tune models for maximum accuracy, but rather to demonstrate and better understand concept drift in a real-world network.

As part of this study, we select four different families of models: gradient boosting algorithms like LightGBM, LightGBMLarge, LightGBMXT, CatBoost, and XGBoost; bagging algorithms such as Random Forest, and Extra Trees; distance-based algorithms like KNeighbors; and neural networks based techniques MXNet and FastAI. Although AutoGluon can fine-tune each model’s hyperparameters by hand, we rely on the default auto-selection pipeline with the goal of maintaining a fair comparison and to make training scalable and efficient. For example, we use the default neural network structure in FastAI [11]. For categorical variables, we use a 7-layer embedding with a Dropout that equals 0.1. For continuous variables, a BatchNorm is used. FastAI concatenates the results, followed by blocks of BatchNorm, Dropout, Linear and ReLU. Among the blocks, the first skips BatchNorm and Dropout, the last skips the ReLU. Finally, an activation layer using sigmoid is attached at the end.

We develop models for each selected target KPI: volume, throughput, call drop rate, and peak number of attached users. As the input of the training pipeline, we use the history of all categorical and numerical KPIs from all eNodeBs present in our dataset. On the other hand, while we target the forecasting of the target KPIs on an eNodeB-by-eNodeB basis, we generate a single model for the entire network, i.e., we create a single model capable of forecasting values for each individual base station. We discard string-based features (e.g., eNodeB ID) because it might generate undesired bias that could affect accuracy when predicting eNodeBs not present in the training set, i.e., text representation might be encoded to representations which are not meaningful for base stations that are not present at all times in the dataset.
During our experiments, we use as input to models features from a given period of time and explore concept drift for this model over time, i.e., training set time period size and forecasting length as parameters.

We test model effectiveness by computing distances between prediction and ground truth by date, specifically Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). To better understand drift across different KPIs whose natural operating value ranges are drastically different (e.g., call drop rates are scalars less than 1, while downlink volume scalars are often greater than 75,000), we normalize it by daily using maxmin and derive a Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE). Further, we show the performance of regression by the coefficient of determination (i.e., $R^2$) in text. In practice, NRMSE scores under 10% and $R^2$ over 90% indicate that the regression model has very good prediction power [26].

We also test other metrics that include mean absolute error, explained variance score, pearson correlation, mean squared error, and median absolute error. We omit these metrics for brevity. We observe that all phenomena we describe in the following section using NRMSE also hold for these metrics.

4.2 Concept drift behavior for different KPIs

Concept drift occurs when relationships between model inputs and outputs change. Here we explore whether we can observe drift for the KPI forecasting task and additionally whether the drift patterns from different KPIs are similar. Therefore, we experiment with different KPIs. We train all the models mentioned in Section 4.1 for each target KPI. To keep all other variables the same, the inputs of models are completely unchanged, but we alter the target KPI to predict. We use a 90-day window of historical data from all eNodeBs with an end date of July 1, 2018 for our training data. Then these models are tested on data subset split by dates. NRMSEs between the predictions and ground truths are calculated daily.

For simplicity, we present one representative method for each regression algorithm family: XGBoost for boosting, Extra Trees MSE for bagging, and KNeighborsDist for distance-based explanations. The neural network trained by default architecture using FastAI failed to converge to a reasonable NRMSE, so we exclude it in Figure 2.

Different KPIs exhibit different drift patterns. Figure 2 presents the concept drift along with time for four classes of KPIs. Note that NRMSE for the model to forecast RRC establishment success exhibits similar drift patterns to downlink volume, so we only show only one plot for that pattern in main text. The plot of RRC establishment success can be found in Figure 11 in Appendix B. Overall, the drift patterns are quite unique for each class, and they vary in two aspects.

First, deviations in NRMSE occur at different periods of time. In Figure 2a, NRMSE of downlink volume experiences a sudden shift in April 2020 (corresponding to lockdowns due to COVID-19), and gradually drifts back to normal values in later months of 2020. Conversely, the throughput prediction model in Figure 2b witnesses a major increase in NRMSE around September 2019. Figure 2c exhibits higher values and larger fluctuations before COVID-19, but the model stabilizes and shows improved NRMSE values after April 2020. Moreover, short-lived, abrupt increases in error are much more frequent than for any other KPIs. For the prediction of peak users, Figure 2d demonstrates that July 2019 to November 2019 and January 2020 to April 2020 are harder to predict. In general, late 2019 and early-to-mid 2020 correlates with error drops and rises. This is mainly due to COVID-19 lockdowns as well as network upgrades.

Second, the high-frequency components have different patterns for different KPIs. By using signal processing techniques like STFT, no obvious weekly pattern is found on NRMSE of call drop rate. But if we look at the 3-week insets of Figure 2a and Figure 2d, 3 repetitions of similar signal patterns appear, which indicates a weekly pattern. However, the amplitude of such weekly drift is different. For example, the drift in volume has an amplitude of at most 0.025, but that of Peak users can be as large as greater than 1. Such performance could result from the magnitude of the original scalar values i.e., volume has much larger average values than peak users. Therefore, a slight permutation of the peak users could result in a much larger drift.

Different KPIs are most effectively predicted using different models. As shown in Figure 2, we can find a model that performs relatively well for each target KPI. For all the target KPIs, there is at least one model with NRMSE less than 10% for at least half of a year. For example, even for peak users, the KPI that is most challenging to accurately predict, the average NRMSE from ExtraTreesMSE is 15.9% (8.9% for the first 100 days), and the $R^2$ is as high as 82.2%. KNeighborsDist in volume, with a 4.2% average NRMSE and 93.7% for average $R^2$. The result using a neural network trained by FastAI (not plotted) is poor, however. It starts with an NRMSE score of 20.97% and ends with an average of about 1,000%. It also has a negative average $R^2$ score, which indicates significantly poor fit to the data.

However, interestingly, models from different algorithm families have distinguishable effectiveness on different KPIs. For example, to our surprise, we found that the best model on one KPI might be the worst on another KPI. KNeighborsDist achieved the best performance over time on volume, with a relatively low NRMSE score around 5%. But it performs the worst when predicting throughput (11%) and peak users (mostly around 50% and at most 512%). ExtraTreesMSE, which has the best NRMSE over time for throughput and
(a) Volume.

(b) Throughput.

(c) Call drop rate.

(d) Peak users.

Figure 2: Drift of different models for KPIs of interests. Inset figures exhibit a 3-week view (all starting from Sunday) of NRMSE for the box-selected period.

peak users, is similar to or worse than that of KNeighborsDist. XGBoost does not significantly outperform the other two models, it performs nearly the best for throughput, call drop rate, and peak users. But it is the worst at predicting downlink volume.

One surprising effect is that model performance over time often runs counter to the observed performance from default metrics at training time. In a production environment, e.g., Amazon machine learning [3], and AutoGluon default pipeline, regression models are often chosen based on RMSE during the validation phase. For example, in Figure 2a, if we were to pick the volume model using the default RMSE scores on the validation set, the best model is XGBoost (54,483.743); the worst model in this case is KNeighborsDist (91,842.678). However, this result is contradictory to the ranking when observing NRMSE over time. Thus, there may be opportunities to discover better metrics to select models in a drift-aware manner. We discuss this effect further in Section 4.4.
### 4.3 Concept drift behavior for individual KPIs

Our previous analysis of concept drift across multiple KPIs emphasizes the impact of the output of models. To understand how changes on the model itself could affect concept drift, we focus on a single KPI and explore differences in model family, training-set size and training period. In this section, we focus on a single KPI, downlink volume, as an example to provide insight.

**Individual KPI predictions drift consistently across different models.** As illustrated in Figure 2a, three different models are used to test the concept drift over time. For different models on the same KPI, the NRMSE of XGBoost, ExtraTreesMSE, and KNeighborsDist exhibit similar patterns. Although the amplitude of drift varies, the periods that include shifts in NRMSE are the same. KNeighborsDist is the same as XGBoost between April 2020 to October 2020, and then they stabilize together back to normal after COVID-19 lockdowns. This phenomenon can also be validated in other KPIs of Figure 2 as well: given a target KPI to forecast, all models on this task drift simultaneously. Even in the 3-week inset views, the signals drift similarly on the same date. This phenomenon also holds if we choose metrics like $R^2$, mean absolute error, explained variance score, pearson correlation, mean squared error, and median absolute error. Given our observations that KNeighborsDist is the best performing model for downlink volume forecasting, we use it for the rest of the paper to simplify presentation.

**Consistent drift appears when trained using different training set sizes.** To investigate how parameters of a given model could impact concept drift, we test while varying the training set size. We vary the days of historical data from all eNodeBs with an end date of July 1st, 2018 and retrain models for each size training window. We use 1 day, 3 days, 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and a year. For clarity, we only show a subset of the above in Figure 3a.

As Figure 3a illustrates, all NRMSE values of different training set window sizes drifts similarly over time. While training set windows of 1 day and 1 week of data leads to a higher average NRMSE above 4.7%, the signal pattern remains the same: no matter what training set size, NRMSE experience a sudden increase after COVID-19 lockdown and gradually recovers after October 2020.

It is commonly believed that models trained on larger training sets (with more data variety) usually show better effectiveness [17, 36]. However, our results show that this conventional wisdom does not always hold true in practice: In Figure 3a, we see that the model effectiveness of two weeks performs better than that of 1 year. Its NRMSE remains at roughly 4.1% for the majority of the testing period. Such performance has practical impact on training regimes, as the size of the training set affects the cost to train a model. In Table 3, we record training time for different training set sizes and
algorithms. Using KNeighborsDist, training on two weeks is 18x more efficient than 1 year. Moreover, KNeighborDist is the most efficient model compared with all others, which requires only 0.107 seconds to complete training over 2 weeks of data. Using the same setting, ExtraTreesMSE takes 3.007 seconds (~28x), XGBoost takes 31.448 seconds (~293x), and NeuralNetFastAI takes 71.641 (~669x). On the other hand, the average NRMSE is as low as 4.07% for 2 weeks training set size, which outperforms other models. Given these results, we use 2 weeks for the training set window and KNeighbors for the rest of the paper if not otherwise specified. This optimizes the tradeoff between performance over time (i.e., robustness) and efficiency.

**Consistent drift appears when trained on different periods.** Since we are testing the long-term effectiveness of our model, another concern is that whether the choice of the training period would affect the drift. In this experiment, we train on a number of different 14 day windows of historical data from all eNodeBs. In Figure 3b, the legend shows which 14 days are selected for training: 14 days of data before the date. For each training set, the model is tested daily in the future using a 180 day forecast.

Figure 3b also suggests that, no matter which training period, all NRMSE values drift simultaneously at similar timestamps. Again, although the red line (corresponding to a training period ending on October 1, 2019) shows significantly higher NRMSE scores (above 10% during COVID lockdown), NRMSEs from all training periods still exhibit a sudden bump after COVID-19 lockdown, and they gradually recover after October 2020.

Our experiment also suggests that models trained on more recent time periods do not necessarily result in better model performance. For example, the red line uses all the data from September 16, 2019 to October 1st, 2019 and the downlink volume from March 16, 2020 to April 1, 2020 as the forecasting target. This means that the model is trained on a rather abnormal period—at the beginning of the COVID-19 lockdowns. Doing so results in less accurate model predictions on the following test dates. This observation opens new possibilities for future research in exploring the best strategies for adapting to drift.

### 4.4 Metrics for model selection

Based on our insights from Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, model selection in a drift-aware manner is different from more static models. Therefore, we propose NRMSE over time as a metric to select the best model. Our goal is to capture the long-term effectiveness of a model by looking into the mean and standard deviation of NRMSE. Low values of mean and standard deviation demonstrate the effectiveness and stableness of a model. Rather than a single test (like RMSE) during training, NRMSE over time shows the evolutions on a whole time span and give a more appropriate overview.

Looking back at the example in Figure 2a, we can use NRMSE over time to assist with model selection. From default RMSE rankings, the best model is XGBoost (54,483.743); the worst model in this case is KNeighborsDist (91,842.678). Now we compute the mean and standard deviation of NRMSE time series. It is 6.38% and 1.72% for XGBoost, 4.63% and 1.17% for ExtraTreesMSE, and 4.27% and 0.77% for KNeighborsDist. Based on the long-term effectiveness and stability, KNeighborsDist is clearly the best model. Similar approaches can be applied to select the best training set size and training period as well.

### 5 WHAT CONTRIBUTES TO CONCEPT DRIFT?

The previous sections have illustrated that drift can arise when varying input, output, and models themselves. However, for many practical applications, it would be important to unearth more than the presence of drift, but also an understanding of its sources. In this section, we look to provide insight into concept drift from multiple perspectives. From a contributing factor perspective, we decompose the dataset and show the effects of morphology, traffic, and performance on drift. From a machine learning viewpoint, we explore the features that contribute the most to model performance by using permutation-based explanations. Lastly, from a signal processing point of view, we decompose frequency components to examine how inherent periodicity in the data can contribute to drift.

#### 5.1 Effects of morphology, traffic, and performance on drift

To understand drift, we begin by exploring natural classes in the dataset, which leads to dataset decomposition. In this section, we classify the dataset based on morphology, traffic tiers, and performance tiers. We keep the model, the training set size and training period the same, i.e., KNeighborsDist and 14 days of historical data with an end date of July 1, 2018. Moreover, we ensure that in each experiment, we have the same number of eNodeBs or number of logs for different classes. Then we retrain and test again based on these classes.

**5.1.1 Morphology.** We begin with the effects of morphology, where we label the eNodeBs based on the underlying population density of the regions that they serve. We classify eNodeBs as one of: dense urban, suburban, or rural.
Training time (in seconds) and average NRMSE for different algorithms using different training set sizes. The choice of 2 weeks using KNeighborsDist optimizes the tradeoff between training time and long-term performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set Size</th>
<th>KNeighborsDist</th>
<th>ExtraTreesMSE</th>
<th>XGBoost</th>
<th>NeuralNetFastAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
<td>2.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>1.801</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
<td>10.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>3.007</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
<td>31.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 months</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>6.545</td>
<td>5.01%</td>
<td>55.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>30.651</td>
<td>6.48%</td>
<td>106.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1.924</td>
<td>53.428</td>
<td>4.69%</td>
<td>142.971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Training time (in seconds) and average NRMSE for different algorithms using different training set sizes. The choice of 2 weeks using KNeighborsDist optimizes the tradeoff between training time and long-term performance.

![Figure 4: Effects of morphology on concept drift. Lower population density leads to lower NRMSE sequences.](image)

Figure 4: Effects of morphology on concept drift. Lower population density leads to lower NRMSE sequences.

generate the classes, we look at a specified radius within a geographical location and establish different thresholds\(^4\) and rank sites based on points of interest, population, and census blocks. Because the number of eNodeBs in urban and dense urban combined is 98, we constrain the measurements from suburban and rural to have the same number of eNodeBs.

Figure 4 suggests that the higher the population density, the more abrupt the concept drift. First, higher population density leads to higher values of NRMSE on average. For example, before the COVID-19 lockdown period, dense urban areas have an average NRMSE of 11.4%, but the NMRSE for suburban areas is 7.9% and 5.2% for rural. This aligns with our observations that eNodeBs in higher population density areas serve more users and face greater mobility dynamism, which can lead to decreased prediction accuracy. Second, higher population densities correlate with more abrupt weekly fluctuations. The amplitude of NRMSE for predicting urban eNodeBs is 5.54%, but it is 1.51% for suburban and 1.11% for rural eNodeBs. Urban areas have more extreme mobility patterns during weekdays and that contributes to higher weekly shifts. Third, higher population density regions tended to experience effects due to COVID-19 lockdowns earlier than other regions. As shown, urban eNodeBs are more sensitive to stay-at-home orders, possibly because of the changes in daily habits for workers and residents of the region. For urban eNodeBs, the actual drift occurs around March 2020. Conversely, suburban eNodeBs exhibit the shift after April 2020, and not until late September 2020 do the rural ones witness some drift. The distinctions on morphology shed light on drift adaptation strategies. For instance, it could be argued from the network operator’s perspective that model retraining should be done more frequently for high-density areas, while low-density rural eNodeBs may be accurate predicted using infrequently trained models.

5.1.2 Traffic. Next, we classify the eNodeBs in the dataset based on traffic tiers. We split the dataset into four equal-size parts partitioned by 1st quartile, median, and 3rd quartile based on the downlink volume KPI. Then we retrain models and test by date. As shown in Figure 5a, data subsets with higher traffic history have better predictions. The average NRMSE is lower for higher volume eNodeBs compared to low-volume eNodeBs, and the weekly patterns show smaller fluctuations. This may be because that for a volume forecasting problem, if we decompose the dataset based on volume, even though the model performance on raw RMSE could be similar, when normalized the same amount of deviation would result in more concept drift. Together with Figure 10a in the Appendix, the NRMSE of under 5% volume is much higher than the over 95% class. This means that statistical outliers are more concentrated at the bottom tiers because the higher traffic tier is more stable.

5.1.3 Performance. Next, we again split the dataset into quartiles, but here we classify based on the throughput KPI.

\(^4\)Specific threshold values for different morphologies are proprietary information for the network that we studied.
Figure 5: Effects of traffic and performance tiers on concept drift. The lowest quarter in traffic and the highest quarter in performance exhibit the highest NRMSE.

In Figure 5b, again, we see that from 1st quartile to 3rd quartile, the average NRMSE is less and the weekly component has slightly smaller fluctuations. The 4th quartile, though, which is the group of eNodeBs with the highest throughput values, experiences the higher NMRSE values. Together with Figure 10b in the Appendix, the NRMSE of above 95% throughput is much higher than the below 5% class. This means that more outliers exist at the higher throughput tiers. Moreover, through analysis of the dataset we found that, during COVID-19, high throughput values were rarer and therefore harder to predict.

5.2 Permutation-based feature importance drift

Next, we seek to understand the input features, and their relative importance, that drive model performance. To do so, we discover the most sensitive features through permutation. Using AutoGluon [2], we measure the performance degradation caused when the model predicts a permuted copy of the dataset, where the value of the feature has been randomly shuffled between rows. We subsequently compute the permutation score (i.e., the distance between the original predicted value and the permuted prediction) of a feature. For example, a permutation score of 0.01 means that when a given feature is randomly shuffled, the prediction performance decreases by 0.01. Therefore, the higher the score for a feature, the more important it is regarding the effectiveness of the model.

We again use KNeighborsDist and 14 days of historical data with an end date of July 1st, 2018 for the model. We then apply the permutation-based approach to each data subset split by dates. Figure 6 demonstrates the top 6 features that most contribute to model performance using the volume KPI, meaning the permutation score related to the change in the number of MB predicted. As shown, the top three features dominate the majority of the predicted volume changes using this technique. Before the COVID-19 lockdown, permutations on User Equipment (i.e. UE) downlink packets can cause the predicted downlink volume to deviate over 200k MB. At the same time, the UE uplink packets have a permutation score of 48k MB on average. Then beginning in early 2020, effect related to COVID-19 impact the network, and these two features both experience significant drops. UE downlink packets drops to roughly 120k MB, while UE uplink packets even drops below 0, which indicates that the feature has begun to harm the prediction performance. After October 2020, the permutation score of UE downlink packets returns to its prior range and even increases, reaching up to 250k MB. Over the entire period, the third most important feature using the permutation technique is the Real-time Transport Protocol (i.e. RTP), which tends to maintain a relatively stable permutation score.

We find that the decreases of the top two features are negatively correlated with the rise of NRMSE. This phenomenon shows that some features were less important for prediction during COVID-19, as the network KPIs during the period were different than during times of normal network operation. The magnitude of permutation score decreases could be a good indication for drift sensitivity. It also implies that we can monitor concept drift by monitoring the evolution of feature importance.
5.3 Drift components based on frequency decomposition

Given the temporal nature of the target KPIs in the network, we next look to apply signal processing techniques to further investigate drift components. In previous sections, we have seen strong weekly patterns in the NMRSE of KPIs in Figures 1 and 2. To formalize these patterns and identify the sources, we perform frequency-domain analysis on these signals. If we view the NRMSE time series output as a short-time signal that has a sampling rate of one day, then we can apply a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) to the time series. STFT can assist us in discovering major frequency components and then we can use a bandpass filter to yield a filtered signal with a specified frequency.

We take the output of XGBoost model shown in Figure 2a as an example to analyze. The phenomenon on other models and other KPIs are similar, and we omit them for brevity. Since this is a signal with relatively short duration—containing 765 date-dependant NRMSE scores, we use a sliding window of 365 days that slides one day for each sample to compute the Fourier Transform separately. Figure 7a shows the STFT of NRMSE time series output from XGBoost on the downlink volume KPI. We plot the y-axis in log-scale in order to show lower frequency values more clearly. On the x-axis, each test date represent the Fourier Transform executed on this date and the NRMSE in the next whole year, e.g., July 1st, 2019 actually contains all NRMSE from that date to July 1, 2020. Unsurprisingly, as shown in the figure, there is a very strong component on the period of 7 days in the STFT, illustrating a consistent weekly pattern. Note that there’s also an apparent pattern around 3.5, which is due to the harmonic effect of the Fourier Transform. We also observe seasonal effects on the components, and we see a periodicity shift around 90 days. However, from July 2019 to April 2020 and October 2020 to January 2021, appears on the 90-day components. During COVID-19 lockdown, components of many different periodicity appear vertically in Figure 7a. We expect that these changes we attributable to a fundamental shift in signals during COVID-19, manifesting in abnormal drift.

High-frequency drift. As discussed, there is a strong 7-day periodic pattern in Figure 7a; this pervasive high-frequency component contributes to the drift on shorter timescales. Therefore, we seek to remove it from the signal using a Butterworth bandpass filter. In Figure 7b, we use signal decomposition to remove the weekly component and plot the original signal, the 7-day component, and the remaining signal. As shown, the amplitude of the weekly signal is relatively higher after COVID-19 lockdowns occur around April 2020. This means that a stronger fluctuation of prediction errors happens. Because this model is trained 15 months before COVID-19, it fails to capture more abrupt variance for days of the week during COVID. Over time, the amplitude of the removed signal gradually recovers, except for a slight increase around December 2020. This is possibly because mobility changes during COVID are more difficult to predict and vary more across different eNodeBs than during other time periods.

Low-frequency drift. Longer-term evolution in drift are evident in lower frequencies; these components can sometimes be attributed to seasonal (i.e., weather-related) patterns. Figure 7a shows a clear low-frequency pattern around the periodicity of 90 days (roughly a season). The periodicity is discontinued between July 2019 to April 2020 and October 2020 to January 2021, though. In general, seasonality appears
to subside during winter periods of each year, which might be due to user behaviors such as the holiday season beginning around Thanksgiving to the new year being more irregular compared with other parts of the year. The low-frequency signal is especially strong during COVID. We believe this could partly be due to people remaining at home, which resulted in more stability in the signals.

**Exogenous shock.** Looking at the remaining signal in Figure 7b, we observe a clear indication of an exogenous shock during COVID-19 resulting in sudden drift. The NRMSE drifts from 7% to 12% during that period. This drift corresponds with a range of components, clearly visible as a vertical band in Figure 7a at the same time. Stronger components from 7 to 90 days indicate severe environment, user behavior, or network changes. Unexpected drift often occurs during disasters and other exogenous shocks [20], or potentially as a result of a network-wide upgrade (e.g., a wide-scale transition of users from 4G LTE to 5G could result in changes of both network and user behaviors).

## 6 DRIFT MITIGATION IN PRACTICE

In operational networks, a common intuition used to adapt to model drift is to simply retrain models regularly. Retraining using the most recent data is often considered an effective way to deal with concept drift. Many existing solutions [19, 37] adopt this approach. To understand whether this approach is indeed effective, we conduct an experiment to retrain models regularly using different retraining approaches, altering the frequency of retraining. As before, we use NRMSE to characterize the performance of models. Each model uses KNeighborsDist and a training set of 14 days. Given a retrain frequency $N$, a single model is used to derive the NRMSE for $N$ days using 14 days of data, the model is then retrained iteratively every $N$ days.

**Increasing retrain frequency does not mitigate drift.** To our surprise, we find that naively retraining regularly is an ineffective way to adapt to model drift. Figure 8 demonstrates the NRMSE resulting from this intuitive training strategy; vertical lines in Figure 8a indicate the points in time where the model was retrained. These two figures show that, no matter how often the retraining frequency is, the NRMSE during COVID-19 is as high as 12.5%, which clearly indicates the existence of concept drift. Furthermore, from Figure 8b we can tell that even if models are retrained at an unrealistic frequency of every day, concept drift occurs. However, as we see in Figure 8a, the model that is infrequently trained does not experience a significant increase in NRMSE until the retraining date. The model where the retrain frequency equals 365 days before July 2020, as shown by the orange line, shows a much lower NRMSE (6%) compared to the NRMSE (11.2%) of a model using a 90-day retrain frequency. This result aligns with what we observed in Section 4.3. Models trained on the most recent data may actually be adversely affected by training on data from an abnormal period.

**Lower prediction distance leads to reduced drift.** The reason behind the ineffectiveness shown in the previous subsection lies in the nature of a forecasting problem. The distribution of the input samples could be totally different from that of the prediction targets. It is the prediction distance (in days) in the forecast task that matters most in terms of the magnitude and width of drift. Figure 9 demonstrates
the effects of prediction distance on drift. In Figure 9a, when the retraining frequency is every 7 days, higher prediction distance results in NRMSE values with higher magnitude and longer duration compared with lower prediction distances. For example, forecasting volume in 90 days have an average NRMSE of over 12.5% between July 2020 to October 2020. While the drift is at most 6.23% for 1-day prediction, 11.7% for 30-day prediction. Additionally, the drift days with high NRMSE scores are smaller, August to September 2020 for 1-day prediction and August to October 2020 for 30 days. Similar phenomena are seen in Figure 9b with a lower 91-day retrain frequency.

Finally, by comparing the results with the same prediction distance in Figure 9a and Figure 9b, we still see that retraining with higher frequency does not necessarily result in lower drift. For example, the 1-day and 30-day prediction tasks show higher NRMSE values in September, 2020 when retraining every 7 days versus every 91 days. One important takeaway from this result is that network operators must choose their retraining regimes carefully, taking into account that concept drift exists however far into the future to forecast KPIs.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper characterized the sources of model drift in a large cellular network in the context of KPI forecasting. We analyzed and taxonomized data drift of various types, discovering and characterizing four different types of model drift.

We then explored how data drift can contribute to concept drift. We find that concept drift manifests in different ways for different KPIs, but for any given single KPI, the characteristics of drift are consistent, regardless of the choice of model, training set size, and training period. Building on our understanding of how concept drift manifests, we then seek to better understand whether specific features disproportionately contribute to concept drift. Using signal decomposition, dataset decomposition, and permutation-based importance explanations, we can determine the sources of the concept drift when predicting KPIs such as downlink volume forecast. Both high and low-frequency drift exhibit seasonal and weekly patterns (recurring context drift), while disasters and updates can cause shocks (sudden drift). Various aspects of morphology and traffic patterns also tend to coincide with model drift: We find that high population density, low traffic volume, and higher network throughput or speed also correspond to more concept drift. We also find that UE downlink data packets, UE uplink data packets, and total RTP received packets are the top three features that drift in ways that affect model performance over time. Our analysis also shows how sudden exogenous events, such as the COVID-19 lockdowns, can contribute to sudden drift as a result of changes in both user behavior (i.e., reduced mobility) and changes in traffic patterns (i.e., more working from home).

Drift detection. The drift detection problem in our context is challenging and unique for two reasons. First, instead of a classification problem well explored in the literature, especially in the context of malware detection [6, 18, 39], our
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Figure 9: Regular retraining for tasks using different prediction distance. Prediction distance in $N$ days means that this is a $N$-day forecasting task on downlink volume.

Drift adaptation. While detection of drift is an important step, it is ultimately also important to adapt models in the face of the drift that is occurring. A drift adaptation scheme might incorporate one or more of the following strategies. One strategy might be to decompose components according to frequency. For high-frequency weekly patterns, the minor fluctuations can be removed by ensembling separate models for each day of the week, and subsequently training another model for the low-frequency seasonal patterns and shock. An ensemble of models trained on each day of the week could be effective as well. Our results also demonstrated that for some subsets of the data, the model can remain effective over time. For example, eNodeB in rural areas can be predicted using one model that does not require retraining; other examples include 2nd to 4th quarter from volume as well as 1st to 3rd quarter from throughput.

Thus, it is a good practice to train a model for classes with less drift. And then focus on the most drift-sensitive class to retrain. Another lesson from Figure 8 is to inspect on the input data distribution and avoid using abnormal data to train models. Thus, a third possible strategy to explore is to remove the features and data that do harm to the model performance when drift occurs. For example, in Section 5.2, we saw that the feature "UE uplink packets" exhibits negative permutation scores during COVID-19, which means that this feature makes the model less accurate in this phase. On the other hand, he tradeoff between long-term performance and drift mitigation effectiveness should be carefully examined.

Drift explanation. Another future direction is to develop better explanations for the factors that contribute to concept drift. Section 5.2 presented a permutation-based approach to help understand the features that best contribute to drift. Although this approach can help find the most drift-sensitive features by looking at its importance on the model performance, it nonetheless does not directly determine the features that contribute the most to the drift. For different features in the training set, randomly permuted features with other samples makes the comparisons unfair. Because the permutation might not have the same amount or portion of changes for each feature. Motivated by this observation and previous work on model drift in malware detection [39], a future direction could involve using a distance-based explanation that aims to find a feature set that moves a drifting sample towards the sample with the smallest NRMSE. In lieu of permutation, we could substitute the values of certain features with those from the lowest NRMSE sample. Based on this perturbation, one could observe the changes of distance in the latent space and find the most important features, which decrease the most distance.
In summary, the findings in this paper indicate that concept drift in communications networks is an important, complex topic. Notably, a model that performs well at a given point in time, with a certain set of KPIs and a particular dataset may experience degraded performance over time. Operationalization of models thus needs to involve not only demonstrating that models perform well on offline traces in one-shot evaluations, but also that they can be maintained so that they continue to perform well over time. Future work in this area will be important both for the research community and for operations. When evaluating the performance of predictive models for networking tasks, the evaluation of new methods should take into account how the model performs over time, whenever possible. Already the results in this paper have demonstrated that the state-of-the-art approaches for mitigating model drift (e.g., frequent retraining) can be ineffective due to the contributions to model drift from recurring context. From an operations perspective, a deeper understanding of drift—especially detection, explanation, and mitigation—can help operators maintain more accurate models over time, and do so more efficiently. We briefly explore opportunities for future work in each of these areas.
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Appendix A  EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC AND PERFORMANCE ON MODEL DRIFT

Figure 10: Effects of two major factors on concept drift in 5 and 95 percentile.
Appendix B  CONCEPT DRIFT BEHAVIOR

Figure 11: Drift of different models for RRC establishment success.